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Spring has finally arrived and we are ready to embrace the awakening of the natural 
world and the promise of new life. The children have been over joyed to see our 
veggie box brimming and our yard looking green and beautiful. 
We have taken advantage of the first rays of sunshine in our outside programme; and 
the children were happy to see the return of the water play. Their interest has been led 
by the spring weather and their favourite things presently evolve around water, 
watering the garden, painting buckets and making muddy mud pies the yard has been 
abuzz with their busy antics. These experiences have required the children to enter 
into group negotiations to express ideas, to take direction and give direction and to 
listen to one another, all essential life skills. The level of cooperative play and deep 
engagement is a joy to observe. 
They have also been loving the climbing circuit with the addition of an irregular 
climbing frame the children have had new challenges and renewed interest. The motor 
programme allows the children to get lots of practise, learn new techniques and gain 
confidence in a supervised environment. 
We thoroughly enjoyed our celebration at kinder for our Special Person’s visit. The 
children were so happy to greet their visitor and show them their kinder, share their 
play and sing some songs. Yukie and l loved meeting and chatting to the children’s 
special visitors and we appreciate the effort that was made to join us. Thank you, 
moments like these are very special for us all.  
In the art programme we offered the children an array of unique coloured pots of paint 
that we individually mixed to encourage their development of colour appreciation and 
inspire their work and creativity. This has been a successful strategy and the level of 
experimentation in colour and design is apparent. Their enjoyment is evident as the 
children do many paintings in one sitting. Some children have initiated further colour 
mixing by folding their work to reveal a beautiful new composition of blended colour 
and symmetry. I noted that this more experimental work attracts children who are not 
as confident in the art programme. We have also been encouraging the children to 
represent their idea of who they are in a visual form. The mirrors have been ideal for 
encouraging them to make observational studies. The self-portraits they have 
produced have been a fascinating insight into their art development. 
In a recent visit to the art gallery and opportunity to view contemporary and modern 
art by famous artists reinforced to me how creative our young children are, and the 
importance of valuing and fostering their uninhibited self-expression in art. 
Inside the children have been enjoying all things magnetic; we have introduced small 
magnetic sticks, balls and shapes to build with on a board. This is to complement and 
extend on their ongoing interest in the magnetic tiles. Their creations with the tiles are 
becoming more and more advanced and complex. The vibrant colours also allow the 
children to create by pattern. The magnetic aspect of attraction and repulsion allows 
the children to physically experience forces through trial and error, making this a most 
versatile learning experience.  
On Wednesday the 28th of August, Charlie’s mum, Ayaka came to kinder and 
organized a yoga lesson with the children. The children did lots of stretches and 
different poses such as the bridge, the cat and the cobra. Ayaka spoke about the 



importance of breathing and we practised breathing in through the nose and out 
through the nose. It was very calming and relaxing. The children were totally engaged 
and Ayaka’s presentation was perfectly pitched at their level of development. It was a 
great experience and the benefits are very clear. A big thank you to Ayaka for this 
special event it not only enhances the programme but also fosters a great sense of 
community. We welcome any family members with special skills to share to come 
and join us. Thank you again Ayaka. 
We have been enjoying our story time together at the end of every session. This is a 
very special way of marking the end of our time together. During parent chats many 
parents mentioned how much their children enjoyed this time of our session. 
 
Finally I would like to share with you how well your children are doing.  
They are flourishing in a happy sometimes chaotic buzz of experience and activity. I 
have long thought that an environment rich in play and wonder, that stimulates 
curiosity and harnesses interests and passion, is the perfect environment for engaged 
and deep learning.  
I wish you all a happy and restful holiday and look forward to seeing you back, for 
our final term of kinder. 
 
Suzanne and Yukie. 


